of Sponsorship Strategy plainly agree that they deserve just reverential accolades: unlike other books, they claim, theirs alone brings "order to the chaos." 4 Lawyers should not discount the significance of the issues raised in Sponsorship Strategy simply because of the evident confusion of its authors and admirers in mistaking it for holy writ. To end the suspense quickly, let me assure readers that Sponsorship Strategy gives little indication of having been divinely inspired. Worse yet: many of its most significant conclusions are unpersuasive. And yet: it raises a bevy of significant issues about the workings of the adversary system. Sponsorship Strategy is rooted in an acute insight. Juries treat evidence differently depending upon who "sponsors"-introduces-it. Starting from this concept, the book spins out an expansive theory.
Juries, Klonoff and Colby maintain, view lawyers as "hired guns." That being so, juries infer that each side's case can be no better than that offered by its attorney, and any concession by an attorney is held strictly against his client. Accordingly, juries "have an insatiable appetite for concessions" 5 from counsel precisely because counsel can be relied upon with total confidence to represent his client's interests and to concede points only when he must. 6 So far so good. There is more in Sponsorship Strategy that is persuasive. Decisions made by counsel to call witnesses or introduce evidence, claim the authors, are held against counsel's client in the sense that juries conclude that counsel must believe "that the testimony was important enough to justify the effort. ' 7 If it is not, the side introducing the evidence suffers accordingly. Moreover, just as any concession made by counsel will be held against his client, any statement made by a witness called by that counsel is likely to be as well. By "sponsoring" a witness, the book urges, counsel (and thus his client) vouch for her and are thus tarred by the witness' unpersuasiveness.
A telling conclusion follows: when counsel introduces weak corroborative evidence to bolster a case, a jury may well take it not as adding incremental support to an already strong case but as a concession that the case is so weak that such evidence is needed. Weaker evidence thus dilutes stronger evidence. Worse yet, a jury may well focus on the weaker evidence alone. Reasoning from premises such as these, the authors offer some persuasive conclusions: 6. Cf. Masson v. New Yorker Magazine, Inc., 111 S. Ct. 2419, 2430 (1991) ("A self-condemnatory quotation may carry more force than criticism by another. It is against self-interest to admit one's own criminal liability, arrogance, or lack of integrity, and so all the more easy to credit when it happens.").
7. P. 30.
avoid weak evidence; try your case as quickly as possible, avoiding duplicative, unimportant or inferior evidence. 8 But Sponsorship Strategy goes too far. It is one thing to say that counsel should generally use only strong evidence; it is quite another to maintain that there is no risk that opposing counsel will use a counsel's failure to call a somewhat weak but still supportive witness to suggest that the witness was not called because her testimony would have been harmful. The authors provide opinion letter quality assurances: "A critical teaching of this book," they say, "is that such a fear is unjustified as long as the item of evidence in question is equally available for use by the opponent and the jury is aware of that availability."
9 But why is this so? If counsel to a defendant in an employment discrimination case does not call a former employee available to both parties, how clear is it that a court will bar the plaintiff from suggesting that the defendant did not call the witness for fear of what she would say? Or that the jury will not, despite the ostensible availability of the witness to both sides, hold it against the defendant that it has not called her? Such risks may be worth taking-they often are-but it is misleading to suggest that they do not exist.' 0 Sponsorship Strategy is guilty of worse sins than providing false comfort to litigators: it is prone to continuing overstatement of its case. The authors do not content themselves with warning that the introduction of evidence can backfire. They claim that every introduction of every piece of evidence leads a jury to conclude that this was the best counsel and client could do and that this, in and of itself, is thus "a harmful concession of no better evidence."" In fact, they argue that every time counsel introduces anything into evidence, his client pays a price since counsel thereby acknowledges the materiality of the evidence. The authors argue that counsel pays an additional cost for introducing evidence. Since the jury will assume each side has carefully "packaged" the evidence it submits, the jury will discount all favorable evidence that counsel introduces. The result, according to the authors, is inescapable: Counsel should introduce even favorable evidence only when it is strong enough to 8. P. 30.
P. 64.
10. The authors maintain that where a witness is available to both sides, argument will not be permitted that one counsel did not call the witness for fear of what she would say. Pp. 66-67. The only case cited that actually bears on what argument will be permitted, however, Evans v. Multicon Constr. Corp., 375 N.E.2d 338 (Mass. 1978), was severely undercut by the more recent Massachusetts ruling in Commonwealth v. Niziolek, 404 N.E.2d 643 (Mass. 1980), which permitted comment on the failure of a defendant in a criminal case to call a witness available to both sides "when it. . . appeared that the posture of the case was such that the defendant would be naturally expected to call the witness." Id. at 646; see also State v. Moore, 620 S.W.2d 370, 373 (Mo. 1981) (en banc) ("' [T] he prosecuting attorney may comment on the failure of the defendant to call available witnesses who might reasonably be expected to give testimony in his favor.'") ( outweigh the "cost" of sponsorship and should, in virtually all cases, seek to shift the cost by inducing the other side to introduce the evidence."
A memorable image is thus offered: two sides, each having read Sponsorship Strategy, spending an entire trial seeking to lure the other into introducing particular data into evidence. Board games have been conceived out of less original visions.
The difficulties with the book's more far-reaching arguments, however, lie in their premises. On what basis do the authors claim that jurors react one way or another to the introduction of evidence? On what basis do they assert that jurors discount evidence because they believe it has been "packaged?" What basis is there for concluding that any price at all is paid, for example, when one party places in evidence the criminal record of a witness testifying against it?
The book cites no social science data. It relies on no scholarly studies of jury behavior. While the authors have tried scores of cases, they rarely cite to them and more rarely still even seek to demonstrate by example how they used their strategy to win cases they think they otherwise would have lost. In fact, one of their criticisms of previously published trial practice books-that "when an issue arises that happens to be addressed in a manual, the reader is expected to accept the advice wholly on faith" 13 -applies to a considerable degree to their own book.
Consider the authors' position that counsel should attack his opponent's position as well as pressing his own. Based on my own trial experience, I agree-at least as a generality. But Sponsorship Strategy goes further. It argues that attack is virtually always to be favored because juries "expect" an "interested advocate" to do so.
14 They cite nothing in support of this other than their generalization (also unsupported by data) that juries expect counsel to behave as "hired guns" and a few examples of dubious relevance and persuasiveness." What one is left with, then, is little more than the personal experience 12 . See pp. 63-68. 13 . P. 12. 14. P. 33. 15 . One example offered is that of a real estate salesperson. In urging a prospective homebuyer to purchase one house rather than another, the authors claim, the "thorough agent will also stress the undesirability of the other house, such as its location in a high crime area." P. 34. This simply ignores the different modes, styles, and circumstances in and by which people seek to persuade others. A lawyer at a law firm seeking to persuade a student to join his firm rather than another might (a) say only good things about the other firm (something I have, on occasion, done); (b) say generally good things about the other firm, while emphasizing specifically attractive characteristics of his own (something I do more often); (c) denounce the other firm (something I would, on only the rarest occasions, do); or (d) refuse to comment on the other firm. All are efforts at persuasion; all, depending upon the lawyer, the applicant, and the law firms in question, may be useful means of persuasion. To simply counsel "attack" is to offer very little advice at all.
The other example the authors cite is even less persuasive. Since President Bush succeeded in his attacks on Governor Dukakis in the 1988 Presidential campaign, the authors maintain, attack is to be favored in the trial context as well. P. 34. In support of this conclusion, the authors cite a column by Pat Buchanan-hardly a disinterested, not to say scholarly, observer. See p. 34 n.28. The success of the )Willy Horton-oriented Bush attacks on Dukakis is now conventional political wisdom; so is the view that Dukakis [Vol. 101: 1159 of the authors (which is relevant but-in the authors' words-something one must take on "faith") and assertions of jury expectations that are unprovable and, in any event, unproved.
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The unpersuasiveness of the authors' most significant conclusions is best seen in examining their most radical recommendation, one referred to throughout the book: the introduction, they say, of any unfavorable evidence by counsel about his own witness should almost invariably be avoided because it implicitly concedes that the unfavorable evidence is important, thereby enhancing its weight. 1 6 It is on this issue that Sponsorship Strategy takes a path that diverges most significantly from that of virtually every other trial practice book. "Conventional wisdom," one leading commentator states, "has it that you should volunteer weaknesses during the direct examination. In this way, it is believed, you will take the sting out of the weakness by voluntarily disclosing it before the cross-examiner can effectively use it." 7 probably should have responded far more militantly, thus perhaps wounding Bush for having started the negative campaigning in the first place. Ordinarily if the harmful evidence is directly related to the issues in the case and is a matter that in all probability your opponent will inquire about on cross-examination, it is preferable to produce it on direct examination. It can be offered at a time and manner in the course of the examination that tends to minimize it rather than dramatizing it. Although your opponent probably will make additional inquiry on cross-examination, regardless of your proving the harmful evidence, the effect is likely to be less spectacular than it would have been if the direct examination had been silent on the harmful subject. Also, there is a tactical advantage in taking the position before the jury of willingness to produce all of the facts, facing frankly any unfavorable elements. And, finally, you may minimize the harmful effect of the evidence by offering immediately whatever mitigating explanation is available, rather than having the harm accentuated by a determined pursuit of the matter on cross-examination for a length of time and in ways that develop a strong impression on the minds of the jurors before the explanation can be offered. ROBERT E. KEETON The authors of Sponsorship Strategy disagree. They urge instead that the rule for trial practitioners should be to introduce only favorable evidence, leaving to the cross-examiner the "cost" of placing the unfavorable evidence in the record. Counsel should use redirect examination, the authors argue, to rehabilitate a witness or a client who has been damaged on cross-examination. 18 It is here that the limitations of Sponsorship Strategy are most evident. Is the "cost" of introducing evidence really so overwhelming that counsel offering a witness with a major credibility problem must subject the witness to crossexamination without having prepared the jury at all for the battering that is to come? Examples cited by the authors are less than persuasive. By bringing out a prior criminal record of one's own witness, they contend, counsel permits his adversary to argue in summation: "The witness' prior conviction is critical to the assessment of his credibility. Even my opponent went out of his way to make sure that you knew about it."'
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But this is hardly the devastating response Klonoff and Colby seem to think it is. It can surely be met by saying:
As you know, Ms. X had a prior conviction. We, not our opponents, made sure that you had that information. We hid nothing from you. But the prior conviction is just that-no more or less. What really matters is not the fact of the old conviction but the commitment to tell the truth that Ms. X brought to her testimony: her knowledge of the facts; her motive to tell you those facts; her willingness to do so.
Other attempts by the authors to illustrate the undesirability of virtually ever acknowledging on direct examination the existence of any harmful material about one's client (or the witnesses one offers) are even less persuasive. 0 Even if the client has previously been convicted of murder, Klonoff and Colby argue, that fact should not be elicited on direct examination in a criminal case in which he is testifying on his own behalf. The price, they acknowledge, of not doing so is that opposing counsel could say the following in summation:
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury, do you recall how I had to bring out the full facts on cross-examination? The fact of the matter is: if I hadn't brought out the defendant's murder conviction, you never would have heard about it. Evidently that's how my opponent wanted it-why else would he have omitted evidence of his client's conviction in his presentation? Perhaps his strategy was a recognition that you would 18. P. 87. 19. P. 87.
20. The only situation in which the authors acknowledge the desirability of presenting such material on direct examination is when the jury is apt to conclude that "the advocate, by seeming to take unusual efforts, went out of his way to omit it." P. 88. Even then, the authors caution that the acknowledgement of any weakness may not be worth the cost. P. 89. not render a favorable verdict if you heard all of the evidence. Plainly, consideration of theffill story-all of the evidence-requires a verdict in my client's favor. 21 The persuasive response, the authors suggest, would be the following:
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury, my opponent has suggested that the fact that I did not bring out my client's prior criminal conviction somehow suggests that I didn't think you'd render a verdict in my favor if you heard it. That is simply wrong. I wasn't trying to hide something from you. I obviously knew that my opponent could bring it out if I didn't. I didn't bring it out because it has nothing to do with this case. The fact of the matter is: the prosecutor has such a weak case that he's desperately trying to convict my client by relying on a crime he committed ten years ago for which he has already paid his dues.' But this is simply incredible. What jury would believe the lawyer who had not even referred to a prior murder conviction of his client when he solemnly pronounces that he wasn't trying to hide anything? In fact, who but a lawyer could believe that a jury would believe that a prior murder conviction of his client has nothing to do with his client's credibility-or guilt-in a later criminal case?' That the authors of a work on trial practice are so removed from the reality of the courtroom is troubling.
Obviously the authors and I differ about the impact of such matters on a jury. In the absence of analysis of jury studies, biographies of lawyers, or the like, how can one decide? To test the authors' thesis on some more meaningful basis, I decided to review the trial records of two of the most notorious cases in recent years in which counsel confronted that very strategic judgment. I added a third case in which I was trial counsel. As will be seen, the central teaching of Sponsorship Strategy seems, at best, dubious.
A. The Alger Hiss Trial
In 1948, Whittaker Chambers, a former agent of the Communist Party, accused Alger Hiss, a respected Washington lawyer, of membership in an underground cell of the Communist Party. In testimony before the House 21. P. 284. In fact, by use of clearer, less clichd-ridden and more forceful language (and by leaving out leaden words such as "presentation," "render," "consideration," and the like) the summation could be far more effective. Cf. EVAN THOMAS, THE MAN TO SEE 456 (1991) (objection by Edward Bennett ,illiams to prosecutor's asking to "tender the evidence" on grounds it was incomprehensible).
22. P. 285. 23. To put the point a different way, one of the prime reasons defendants rarely testify on their own behalf is because of the expected adverse impact on them when juries learn of their prior convictions. To expect no harmful effect on a defendant when a jury learns of his prior murder conviction is fanciful. Cf. Committee on Un-American Activities and a federal grand jury, Hiss denied the allegation. Hiss was thereafter indicted and, after his first trial ended in deadlock, convicted of having committed perjury in his grand jury testimony. In the first trial, the centerpiece of the government's case was Chambers' testimony that Hiss had delivered classified State Department documents to him as part of an espionage ring. Assistant U.S. Attorney Thomas Murphy conceded in his opening, "[I]f you don't believe Chambers then [the government has] no case .... ."I The first Hiss trial was thus a credibility battle between the accused, Hiss, and his accuser, Chambers.' Chambers, however, was hardly an ideal star witness. He had lied to both the House Un-American Activities Committee and the grand jury that investigated Alger Hiss. When asked whether he had any documents that could support his accusations, Chambers did not disclose that Hiss had given him classified documents as part of an espionage ring. In fact, Chambers did not make the allegedly incriminating documents public until some months later, when Hiss was suing him for defamation. Chambers' own history of perjury thus rendered him particularly vulnerable to an attack on his credibility.
At the first trial, Murphy initially questioned Chambers about the details of his personal life and activities in the Communist Party. Murphy insisted that he was entitled to this line of questioning in light of the defense's intention to bare Chambers' life history for the purpose of affecting his credibility. 26 Murphy apparently felt it important to question Chambers about these activities in order to have Chambers admit the worst of his checkered history, thereby preempting the defense from exposing Chambers' defective past.
Not until the end of his questioning did Murphy raise the issue of Chambers' lying to Congress and the grand jury. Murphy summarily asked Chambers if he had disclosed his possession of the documents to the House UnAmerican Activities Committee or the grand jury, but did not question Chambers specifically about the substance of his testimony. Chambers testified that he could not recall if he had been asked about the existence of any documents by Congress or the grand jury, but said that he would, in any event, have lied and said that he had no such documents. 2 7 Hiss' attorney, Lloyd Paul Stryker, who had a well earned reputation for flamboyant and often brilliant cross-examination, lost no time in questioning Chambers about his history. Stryker was most forceful when he fired a series of questions at Chambers about his testimony before the grand jury investigating Hiss, racking up the number of times Chambers had perjured himself: And so forth, through four more examples. During his redirect examination, Murphy tried to dilute the impact of Stryker's cross-examination by asking Chambers to explain why he had not disclosed the existence of documents to the grand jury. Chambers testified that he had not turned over the documents because he wanted to minimize any injury to Hiss:
Q. Will you tell this Court and jury what you told the grand jury. A. As nearly as I can remember I told them that in testifying from August on I had had two purposes; one was to disclose in part and to paralyze the Communist conspiracy; the other purpose was to preserve from injury in so far as I could all individuals involved in the past in that conspiracy.
Any revelation involved injury, but I told them [sic] are degrees of injury and I sought to keep them from the ultimate consequences of what they had done.
I was particularly anxious not to injure Mr. Hiss any more than necessary out of grounds of past friendship and because he is by widespread consent a very able man. Therefore, I chose to jeopardize myself rather than reveal the full extent of his activities and those of others. 29 It is possible that Murphy chose not to question Chambers on direct examination specifically about his inconsistent testimony because he believed it would be more damaging to Chambers' credibility to have this evidence introduced by the prosecution. Yet this is unlikely because Murphy did introduce other evidence of Chambers' checkered past in an apparent effort to preempt the defense from exposing this evidence. In any event, Murphy behaved just as the authors of Sponsorship Strategy counsel: he did not introduce this harmful evidence on direct, thus forcing Stryker to incur the supposed "sponsorship cost" of introducing the evidence. Once introduced, moreover, Was Murphy's tactical decision correct?" While it is impossible to know, it is also impossible to ignore the far greater force that Stryker's cross-examination appeared to have in light of Murphy's tactical decision. 3 What "cost" was there to Stryker to go through each of Chambers' lies, one by one, in an effort to destroy him? And how, in any event, would Murphy's more detailed focus on the lies-and Chambers' defense of his motivation in making them-in his direct examination have conceded anything, given his own acknowledgment to the jury that Chambers' credibility was central to his case?
B. The Jean Harris Trial
In 1981, Jean Harris, the headmistress of the exclusive Madeira School in McLean, Virginia, was accused of murdering her lover of fourteen years, Dr. Herman Tarnower, the author of a best selling diet book. Harris readily admitted that her gun had shot the doctor, but claimed that Tarnower had been fatally injured during a struggle over the weapon. According to the prosecution's theory of the case, Harris had intentionally killed Tarnower because she was jealous of his relationships with other women.
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At trial, Harris testified in her own defense. While on direct examination, the defense introduced several letters she had written to Tarnower in 1978 and 1979 to show her state of mind-that she had accepted Tarnower's affairs with other women, yet remained devoted to him-and to rebut the prosecution's theory that, because Tarnower had rejected her love, she was moved to kill him. One key letter, however, the defense expressly chose not to introduce. In fact, the defense not only declined to introduce the letter (which came to be known as the "Scarsdale letter"), but went to great lengths to exclude it from the trial, 30. If anything, Murphy's decision to ask Chambers any questions on direct eliciting the fact that he had lied at all involved more disclosure to the jury than KIonoff and Colby favor.
31. The jury deadlocked in the first Hiss trial, eight to four for conviction. In the second Hiss trial, Murphy no longer stated that the government had no case if the jury did not believe Chambers. Instead, the prosecution emphasized the question of Hiss' credibility, and said that it intended to prove that Hiss had lied to the grand jury "by the immutable documents themselves, documents that just can't change.' Transcript at 167, United States v. Hiss (No. CR 128-402) (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 21, 1950). Most importantly, Murphy addressed the issue of Chambers' acknowledged perjuries, and disclosed the details of Chambers' inconsistent testimony, a record that the prosecution undoubtedly expected the defense to stress in its case. Id. at 163-78. The defense, this time led by Claude B. Cross, did not stress Chambers' credibility, and instead followed the prosecution's lead and called the documents the central issue in the case. Id. at 178-201.
Notably, the defense did not relentlessly attack Chambers' credibility. After deliberating for less than 24 hours, the jury in the second trial found Hiss guilty of both counts of perjury. and only produced it when forced to comply with an order of the Chief Justice of Westchester County.
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On direct examination, Harris referred only once to the Scarsdale letter. When asked to recount her activities on the weekend prior to, and the day of, Tarnower's death, she testified that she wrote the letter to the doctor over the weekend. She was not asked substantively about the letter on direct examination and said nothing about its contents.
On cross-examination, the district attorney asked Harris about the contents of the letter. The following exchanges occurred: The prosecutor then read the entire letter to the jury. Parts of it follow:
33. Harris sent the Scarsdale letter by certified mail from the Madeira School's Greenway Post Office in McLean, Virginia, to Tarnower at the Scarsdale Clinic, in Scarsdale, New York, on the day the doctor was killed. The local Westchester postal authorities returned the undelivered letter to Harris' attorney. This decision was protested by the district attorney's office. In the course of the Harris trial, the Chief Justice of Westchester County required the defense to disclose the Scarsdale letter to the trial court for it to decide whether to produce the letter to the prosecution. The defense appealed the order to the New York Court of Appeals, and only after the prosecution had rested its case did the Court of Appeals affirm the order.
It is noteworthy that, as a condition of his retention, Aurnou had agreed to Harris' demand that he not criticize Tarnower. It may be because of this that Aurnou did not introduce the Scarsdale letter during the direct examination of Harris. See TRILLING, supra note 32, at 100. Twice I have taken money from your wallet-each time to pay for sick damage done to my property by your psychotic whore. I don't have the money to afford a sick playmate-you do. She took a brand new nightgown that I paid $40 for and covered it with bright orange stains. You paid to replace it .... The second thing you paid for (I never replaced it) was a yellow silk dress.... Unfortunately I forgot to pack it because it was new and still in a box in the downstairs closet. When I returned it was still in the box rolled up, not folded now, and smeared and vile with feces. I told you once it was something "brown and sticky[.]" It was, quite simply, Herman Tarnower, human shit! I decided, and rightly so, that this was your expense, not mine. As for stealing from you; the day I put my ring on your dresser my income before taxes was $12,000 per year.... That you should feel justified and comfortable suggesting that I steal from you is something I have no adjective to describe. I desperately needed money all those years. I couldn't have sold that ring. It was tangible proof of your love and it meant more to me than life itself. That you sold it the summer your adulterous slut finally got her divorce and needed money is a kind of sick, cynical act that left me old and bitter and sick....
You have never once suggested that you would meet me in Virginia at your expense, so seeing you has been at my expense .... All our conversations are my nickels, not yours-and obviously rightly so because it is I, not you, who needs to hear your voice. I have indeed grown poor loving you, while a self-serving, ignorant slut has grown very rich-and yet you accuse me of stealing from you. How in the name of Christ does that make sense?...
You have been what you very carefully set out to be, Hi-the most important thing in my life, the most important human being in my life and that will never change. You keep me in control by threatening me with banishment-an easy threat which you know I couldn't live with and so I stay home alone while you make love to someone who has almost totally destroyed me. I have been publicly humiliated again and again but not on the 19th of April [at a dinner in honor of Tarnower]. It is the apex of your career and I believe I have earned the right to watch it-if only from a dark corner near the kitchen.... I always thought that taking me out of your will would be the final threat. On that I believed you would be completely honest. I have every intention of dying before you do, but sweet Jesus, darling I didn't think you would ever be dishonest about that. 
1992]
Harris was convicted of second-degree murder. It is, of course, impossible to know if she would have been acquitted had the devastating Scarsdale letter not been introduced at trial. What is clear, as Diana Trilling observed, is that the letter "exploded" Harris' defense. " [T] he Scarsdale letter and its coarse feelings... its tone of smoldering hatred and its disconcerting juxtaposition of complaint and entreaty" destroyed the image of Harris as a virtuous, upstanding woman who had unflinchingly accepted Tarnower's affairs and had devoted herself to him in spite of them.
6
The defense's failure even to seek to lessen its impact in advance-by giving Harris the opportunity on direct to explain the pain she felt when she wrote the letter-was a gross miscalculation. Yet, the defense's tactic of ignoring the letter on direct, thus permitting the prosecution to introduce evidence that was harmful to the defense (and thereby supposedly incurring sponsorship costs) is precisely the approach counseled by Klonoff and Colby.
C. The Wayne Newton Case
In late 1980, NBC News broadcast a news story describing certain links between Wayne Newton, the Las Vegas entertainer, and two highly placed individuals in organized crime named Guido Penosi and Frank Piccolo. Newton filed a defamation action in Las Vegas, claiming that the broadcasts falsely implied that mob sources had helped finance his purchase of the Aladin Hotel in that city. NBC denied that the broadcast implied or was intended to imply that the mob had financed Newton's hotel purchase but maintained that the broadcast had accurately revealed that a federal grand jury was investigating connections and communications between Newton and the two mob figures and, more specifically, whether those two individuals had assisted him in any way with his purchase of the hotel. NBC also maintained that the broadcast truthfully described Newton's previously undisclosed relationship with the organized crime figures and that Newton had provided false information to Nevada gaming authorities about those relationships.
Although many issues were raised in the case, a central one concerned the accuracy of Newton's prior testimony about his relationship with Penosi. In testimony before the Nevada Gaming Board, Newton had acknowledged a few contacts with Penosi over the years but had characterized Penosi as just "a fan" and denied any ongoing "relationship" with him. 3 7 Newton had testified falsely, as the Court of Appeals observed, that Penosi had never visited him at his home and as to other matters. 38 Newton had refused to be interviewed by NBC journalists Brian Ross and Ira Silverman at any time prior to his appearance before the Nevada Gaming Both of these answers were false. Newton had talked with Penosi on a number of occasions earlier in 1980, Penosi having called Newton on some of those occasions. 4 On direct examination, Newton was not asked about the truthfulness of his answers to Ross. On cross-examination, as defense counsel for NBC, I played for Newton and the jury a videotape of his exchange with Ross in which he falsely responded to the journalist's questions about speaking with Penosi. The following exchange then occurred:
Q. Was that true, Mr. Newton? A. No, it wasn't. But I didn't realize that I was under oath to Mr. After further questioning about whether Ross had, as Newton testified, behaved in a "Gestapo-like manner," 4 I played a portion of the tape again and followed with additional questions:
Q. The words that were just said-please correct me if I'm wrong-was, He hasn't made phone calls to you? Answer: No.
That wasn't true either, was it? 40. According to the Court of Appeals, they discussed threats made against Newton and his daughter by members of an organized crime syndicate. A disagreement over an investment by Newton led to a fight between Newton and a low-level member of an organized crime family. This disagreement precipitated the threats to Newton and his daughter. Newton asked Penosi if he could stop the threats. Penosi, in turn, put Newton in touch with Frank Piccolo, who then arranged with members of the Genovese organized crime family, which was threatening Newton, to stop the threats. Would Newton have fared better if he had been asked first by his own counsel to explain away his false statements to Ross?' It is difficult to know. What we can know is that the cross-examination would surely have lost some of its power if Newton had, on direct examination, offered whatever explanation he could for his falsehoods.
It is difficult, based upon the Hiss, Harris, and Newton cases, to offer any broad conclusions about the tactical desirability of counsel bringing out unfavorable information about his witness on direct examination. The basic problems with Chambers, Harris, and Newton as witnesses were, after all, substantive, not tactical: Chambers had repeatedly lied under oath and was now a witness critical to the government's case; Harris had portrayed herself as long-inured to Dr. Tarnower's other affairs but had written a letter the day before she shot him exhibiting rage and jealousy; Newton had frequently provided false answers to questions by Nevada gaming authorities and NBC reporters. No course of conduct by counsel was easy; none could have avoided entirely the risks of a powerful cross-examination. But the decision in each case not to anticipate cross-examination by offering on direct the witnesses' best response seems to have been counterproductive.
Suppose, for example, that Chambers had acknowledged in his direct examination that he had previously testified falsely on a number of matters about Hiss to the grand jury and had set forth his alleged motivation of not injuring Hiss "any more than necessary." Or suppose that Harris had, on direct 43 . Id. at 1147-48. 44. Perhaps I exaggerate when I suggest that Newton "fared" at all poorly before the jury. The Las Vegas jury awarded him in excess of $19 million. That award was cut to about $5 million by the trial court on remitittur. The Court of Appeals then granted judgment for NBC and ordered dismissal of the case in an opinion which emphasized Newton's role as a "local hero" and a "revered figure" in Las Vegas, a city whose citizens "celebrate Wayne Newton Day and have named a major boulevard in his honor." Newton, 930 F.2d at 671. Throughout its opinion, the court spelled out in detail Newton's repeated falsehoods, holding that Newton had failed to prove that NBC had broadcast its reports with actual malice. Id. at 674, 675, 676, 677, 680, 683, 684. examination, testified that she had become angry at Tarnower, had written a letter reflecting that anger, but that the anger was (as the letter could be said to reflect) primarily a manifestation of disgust at herself and not, in any event, a prelude to her shooting Tarnower. And suppose that Newton, instead of defending lying as a matter of principle or of denying uttering words clearly heard on the tape played in court, had testified on direct examination that his own anger at Ross, or his own unwillingness to discuss publicly his prior conversation with Penosi, or his surprise at the questions asked him-or anything else he believed he could defend-had led to his untruthful answers. Any of these efforts would likely have been more effective (and surely not less effective) than the technique of saying nothing at all about these difficult topics on direct examination-the technique advocated by Sponsorship Strategy.
III
At the beginning of Sponsorship Strategy, Klonoff and Colby tell a story of a young prosecutor confronted with the following situation: in a robbery case, the only eyewitness had, a month after the crime, selected the defendant's photograph from a mugbook. Since the picture was the first one in the book, the "significance of that selection was dubious." 4 5 When the eyewitness identified the defendant from a lineup, the identification was "anything but ideal" since the witness' identification (which was videotaped) was hesitant and prolonged." The prosecutor called the witness to the stand, made no reference to the hesitancy displayed on the videotape, and simply had the witness state that he had identified the defendant in the lineup. To the prosecutor's surprise, defense counsel made no use of the videotape.
From the prosecutor's point of view, the result was splendid. The jury never saw the videotape. Even if it had, the authors emphasize, the prosecutor could still have answered that the tape did show the identification. Heads or tails, then, the prosecutor would prevail unless he introduced the tape in evidence himself, thus permitting the defense to argue that he had thus conceded the centrality of the slow and hesitant identification.
There is much that is troubling about this analysis. For one thing, as is true throughout the book, it is unverifiable-as well as counterintuitive-that the introduction of the videotape into evidence by the prosecutor would send a message to the jury that the tape was anything more than a useful visual aid showing the witness' consistency. For another, it is not at all clear that defense counsel acted wisely in declining to introduce the videotape into evidence.
More important, however, is it not even a little bit disturbing that the grand and much self-celebrated result of all the strategizing in Sponsorship Strategy 45. P. 3.
P. 4.
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was that a jury was deprived of relevant information? However inadvertently, Sponsorship Strategy raises a flurry of questions about the adversary system itself. Must the game theory that is said to underlie the system lead to full-time game playing by counsel? 47 Must the court sit idly by, playing the role of a potted judicial plant, as a jury receives less than a full depiction of the facts?' Ought there to be some obligation upon counsel, particularly counsel to the state, to assure full disclosure of all relevant facts? 49 Undoubtedly, Klonoff and Colby would view the answers to all these questions as far from significant. Zealous advocacy is the only name of their game, and in the service of winning that game anything that is not forbidden is not only permitted but required of dedicated counsel. Given the system we have, they may be correct. But if they are, what sort of system do we have?
Is it, for example, fairly described by one judge as follows?
It is common to hear a courtroom story unfold like a novel, changing as the trial proceeds. Sometimes the story becomes clearer, sometimes fuzzier, sometimes contradicted as it is embellished by the lawyer-maestros. Typically, as one side crafts a story, the other side expresses outrage, but then responds by adapting its own semifictional story.
The situation is not as dismaying as attorneys' acquiescence in it. In this sort of liars' paradise, evidence becomes a progressive sedimentation with new layers of lies. The trial degenerates into secondary issues-the defendant's pedigree, the etiquette of the police, discovery compliance, and experts' hourly fees. 50 Sponsorship Strategy, although eschewing advocacy of any unethical behavior, provides little basis for expecting anything but "lawyer maestros" concocting ever more creative offerings. Yet the book itself may serve a useful function quite different from that intended by its authors. Whatever discussion it provokes of supposed "sponsorship costs," it may and should provoke far more discussion about the costs of the adversary system itself. 49. The American Bar Association Model Code of Professional Responsibility recognizes that a public prosecutor must disclose exculpatory evidence to the defense. MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILI-TY EC 7-13 (1981) ("[T]he prosecutor should make timely disclosure to the defense of available evidence, known to him, that tends to negate the guilt of the accused, mitigate the degree of the offense, or reduce the punishment."). A prosecutor is under no obligation to disclose exculpatory evidence to the court or jury.
50. Gerber, supra note 48, at 4; see also How is a litigator to know "what works"? The implicit answer given by most books on trial advocacy is: from accumulated intuitions about which tactics are thought to be persuasive. In their recent book, entitled Sponsorship Strategy, Robert Klonoff and Paul Colby offer a different response. Their answer is: from the right theory. According to Klonoff and Colby, "there are a few basic rules-derived from sponsorship theory-that can be applied to resolve virtually every tactical issue at trial." 1 This attempt to formulate a coherent theory for deriving and evaluating principles of trial strategy makes Sponsorship Strategy a noteworthy addition to thought on trial advocacy. Nevertheless, Sponsorship Strategy may be remembered best for its unintended contribution of impelling us to recognize the barrenness of our knowledge about effective methods of advocacy. Klonoff and Colby argue convincingly that "the existing trial practice literature" is "inadequate and misleading." 2 The cause of this problem, they assert, is that the existing literature is predicated on nothing more than practitioners' accumulated intuitions: "ITihere is no trial book on the market containing any over- Unfortunately, Klonoff and Colby's theory only seems to advance this enterprise. Although Sponsorship Strategy offers overarching principles, it offers hardly any evidence supporting a conclusion that these principles are correct. Thus, Sponsorship Strategy leaves advocates in the same position they were in before, able only to pretend that they have some basis for knowing what works and what does not. That is because sponsorship theory, no less than collections of tactical intuitions, is not grounded in systematic empirical evidence of the phenomena it seeks to explain and control. Instead, it is logic built on premises that are guesses. After hundreds, even thousands of years of practice, we might justifiably have expected the art and science of advocacy to have developed a bit more than it has.
I. THE TEACHINGS OF SPONSORSHIP STRATEGY
Sponsorship Strategy proceeds squarely from the premise that juries take evidence seriously. 5 Specifically, the book argues that the jury understands that advocates present a biased set of facts and arguments concerning a dispute in an effort to present the most favorable picture of their position. 6 As a consequence of this principle of "best case," the jury assumes that each side's evidence is no better than, and probably not as good as, the advocate presents it to be. 7 In addition, the jury assumes that advocates attempt to accomplish their task using minimum effort. That is, advocates will present as much as they need to in order to persuade the jury, but no more.' 3. P. 12. 4. P. 12. Klonoff and Colby are almost certainly correct to attack the accumulated intuitions of practitioners as a basis for proffering tactical advice. It is impossible to draw from a jury's verdict even remotely rigorous inferences about which of many important tactical choices "worked" and which did not. Add to this already complex mixture particulars about the case, witnesses, jurors, local and temporal social climate, and manifold other variables, and it becomes apparent that any inferences about "what works" that are drawn from "experience" with trials can be based on nothing more than intuition, leaps of inference, or plain delusion. Rigorous inferences can be drawn only from a far more systematic manipulation of tactics and gathering of data than goes on in the conventional practice of law.
5. This premise runs counter to much that is asserted or implied by trial behavior consultants (many of whom specialize in jury selection rather than evidence presentation) and by various critics of the civil justice system (who seem to believe that irrational decisions by juries are common rather than rare exceptions).
In a number of other writings, I have discussed evidence that suggests that these critics are mistaken (and therefore it appears that the most basic assumption of sponsorship theory is probably correct 7. Pp. 20-22.
8. Pp. 20, 28. I could quibble that these propositions themselves render Sponsorship Strategy superfluous. There is no reason to suspect that juries believe these things, unless lawyers actually behave this way. But if lawyers already act in this fashion, then they have no need for a book to tell them to behave that From these axioms flow a number of ideas about jury decisionmaking. First, the jury will accept nothing at face value except concessions. Thus, unfavorable evidence offered by a party will be given maximum weight. The jury will view favorable assertions as concessions that the facts are no better than what has been asserted. If a witness is called, the jury will assume that the advocate judged the testimony to be necessary to the advocate's case. Second, if counsel offers inferior evidence, the jury will assume that the advocate felt the case was weaker without the inferior evidence than with it. Therefore, if counsel adds weak evidence to an otherwise strong case, the jurors will devalue the strong evidence because of their inference that counsel would only have presented the weak evidence if he felt that the other evidence was not by itself sufficient to win. In effect, the choices advocates make give clues, which the jury uses to evaluate the case. One ramification, according to the authors, is that "the same item of evidence may be given significantly different weight depending on which side introduces it." 9 The authors use these ideas regarding jury decisionmaking to develop the concept of "sponsorship costs." These costs, which constitute the risks associated with presenting-or sponsoring-evidence, include the cost of introduction, the cost of unusual efforts, and the cost of overtrying. 10 The cost of introduction refers to the jury's purported tendency to identify a piece of evidence with the advocate who introduces it. The jury believes that the advocate who introduces a particular piece of evidence believes the evidence is material and probative to resolving the case." Further, the jury will assume the evidence is not as favorable to the introducing party as it appears to be (and, conversely, less harmful to the other party than it appears to be).' Thus, a piece of evidence I want introduced will do me more good if my adversary introduces it than if I do.
The cost of unusual efforts is an elaboration on the basic cost of introduction. The more trouble I appear to have gone to in order to present or withhold an item of evidence, the more the jury will adjust the weight given to the evidence to the disadvantage of my case. My effort signals to the jury what I think about the importance of the evidence. For example, if I have gone to unusual lengths to hold back an item of evidence, then the jury will infer that it must have been commensurately harmful to my case.
Finally, the cost of overtrying refers to the effect of additional evidence on the jury's assessment of the other evidence. For example, by putting on any way.
But to be fair, or perhaps generous, even ifjurors only tend to believe these things, and even if lawyers already tend to behave this way, then following the authors' advice and pushing the tendency further might make one's case more persuasive than it otherwise would have been.
defense at all, I am conceding implicitly that the plaintiff or prosecutor presented a case strong enough to win unless I answer it effectively. Weakly supportive evidence or excess witnesses provide further illustrations of the cost of overtrying.
After presenting these concepts, Sponsorship Strategy applies them in some detail to a wide range of tactical decisions that arise in trial advocacy, including issue identification, evidence evaluation, and evidence selection. The authors show that sponsorship theory has the capacity to suggest solutions to the various tactical dilemmas that a litigator encounters. Perhaps most interesting, they show that the theory leads to some tactical decisions that are directly contrary to conventional litigation wisdom.
3
A good illustration of a counterintuitive derivation from sponsorship theory is how an advocate should deal with harmful evidence that he expects the other side to present. 14 For example, suppose we know that the other side has a memorandum that will hurt our case. Conventional tactical wisdom holds that we should try to present the information to the jury before our adversary gets the chance to, so as to "take the sting out" of the evidence or increase the perception of our credibility or fairness. As Sponsorship Strategy notes, "virtually every trial manual urges the wholesale introduction of harmful evidence." 15 However, "sponsorship theory counsels that, except in rare instances, harmful evidence should not be elicited by the advocate whose side is harmed by it." 16 The authors offer the following rationale for this conclusion:
To begin with, the cost of introduction normally acts to magnify the harmful impact of such evidence. As explained in Chapter Two, the jury assumes that the advocate has packaged the harmful matter in the light most favorable to its case. Thus, it will be inclined to believe that the matter is worse than it appears when presented by the advocate whose case is harmed by it. Moreover, the introduction of such evidence amounts to an implicit concession that the harmful matter is material to the resolution of the case. Finally, the use of such evidence relieves opposing counsel from the costs of having to introduce it himself. 17 [Vol. 101: 1177
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In short, sponsorship theory concludes that it costs more to bring out evidence harmful to oneself than to allow one's adversary to offer the evidence and then answer it.1 8 Plainly, Sponsorship Strategy is the work of practitioners who have thought deeply about their trials and the process of persuasion. Their resulting effort to develop a theory to guide trial tacticians is both unusual and important. Advocates will not get as far with a potpourri of phenomena (even accurate descriptions of the phenomena of persuasion) as they will with a valid theory of persuasion. Some wonderfully clever solutions are derived from sponsorship theory, which suggests that trial strategizing can be (or can become) an intellectually sophisticated and satisfying activity. Some of these tactical solutions counsel against using evidence that conventionally would be presented, suggesting that if lawyers had a good theory of persuasion, trials would be shorter and more refined affairs than they are now. Moreover, the authors deserve credit for courageously following sponsorship theory's derivations even to conclusions that are contrary to conventional, often unanimously endorsed, wisdom. These differences in tactical advice alone should unsettle teachers and practitioners of trial advocacy and set them to asking some hard questions.
II. SPONSORSHIP THEORY IS UPSIDE-DOWN AND BACKWARDS
One of the questions which needs to be asked by those concerned with trial advocacy is: How can we determine which conclusions are correct and which are not? Sponsorship Strategy deserves applause for implicitly addressing this question. However, the answer it supplies-sponsorship theory-is both upsidedown and backwards.
When I say that sponsorship theory is upside-down, I mean that it is deductive when it should be inductive. That is, it begins with general principles from which it derives assertions about specific phenomena, instead of beginning with well established phenomena of persuasion and then developing an abstract theory to explain them. When I say that sponsorship theory is backwards, I mean that its suggested applications precede the phenomena of persuasion when it should follow them. A positive theory is ready for application only after it has been empirically confirmed.
These are perfectly natural mistakes for lawyers to make. After all, the patterns of thought in which they have been trained resemble those of moral philosophers (so that they can evaluate, debate, and apply normative theory, 18. The authors make the interesting point that if indeed it is better to offer evidence harmful to your case rather than waiting for the other side to do it, then prosecutors would be offering the defendant's evidence and defendants would be offering the prosecutor's evidence, in order to take the sting out of each other's cases. Pp. 104-05. 
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including legal doctrine) and descriptive historians (so they can investigate and present facts about singular, finite events from the recent past). These are perfectly good and valuable tools, but not for the task at hand. Although Sponsorship Strategy sets a task for itself that is plainly one of basic and applied behavioral science, the authors work with the only tools they know, and those are the wrong ones for this job. 19 Sponsorship theory is a positive theory of human behavior. That is, it purports to account for a material, empirical phenomenon: What causes jurors to be persuaded by one or the other version of a case? In fields that build, test, revise, and replace positive theories, the early stages of work involve acquiring a sufficient grasp of the empirical phenomena of interest so that the theorist has something about which to theorize. A positive theory, after all, is an effort to explain some set of empirical phenomena.' Thus, unless positive theorizing is to be a pure (and meaningless) game, it cannot begin in earnest until some empirical data have been collected.
In subsequent stages, competing explanations are generated that vie with each other to provide the best account of the phenomena of interest. Predictions derived from those competing theories are tested against new observations, and on the results of these tests the theories can be evaluated. Some fall by the wayside, others are revised, and eventually one or several come to be regarded as the best current explanations of the phenomena of interest.
21
The best available explanations of a phenomenon can guide practical problem solving with more than a faint hope that the solutions will work.' By this stage the effort becomes deductive-specific applications are derived from general theories.' But empirical evaluation remains the touchstone of 19. Similarly, the authors' style of argument and use of authority is more suitable for persuading an audience about doctrinal issues as in a legal brief. If the assertion they want to make can be found to have been uttered by a trial manual, a newspaper column, The Bible, or even a work of fiction, this is cited as evidence that the general empirical proposition is true. A general empirical fact is not established, however, by citing a rule or a case that relies on the same assumption. For purposes of determining "what works," an advocate wants to know what really works, not merely that a rule drafter or a judge shares the authors' intuitions. Scholars and practitioners in few other fields are so casual about the evidence on which they rely.
20. Most scientists spend far less time disagreeing about empirical phenomena, which are relatively easy to establish, and most of their time on what they regard as the serious business of knowledge building: developing and testing competing theories to account for those well established and relatively uncontroversial phenomena. For two good examples in the social and behavioral sciences, see JOHN BRArHWArTE, CRIME, SHAME AND REINTEGRATION (1988) (reviewing best established empirical phenomena of crime frequency before offering and testing new theory of crime control); RIcHARD E. PErrY & JOHN T. CACIOPPO, COMMUNICATION AND PERSUASION. CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL RoUrEs TO ATrTrUDE CHANGE (1986) (reviewing empirical findings on attitude change and proposing new theory to account for persuasion).
21. This is about as far as science (of all kinds) goes. That is, it does not proceed to application. It does, of course, continue generating and testing new theories, because theories are human inventions for making progressively better sense of empirical phenomena. Because theories vary in the range of phenomena they purport to explain, the number of concepts they employ, the accuracy of their accounts, and so on, there are varied bases on which to conclude that some theories are better than others.
22. At this stage we are talking about engineering or applied science. 23. This is the point at which sponsorship theory appears on the scene, having exempted itself from induction and theory testing, boldly offering prescriptive advice.
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[Vol. 101: 1177 effectiveness. The theory is a guide to an application, not a justification for it. The only way to know if an application (or any other solution) works is to evaluate it empirically.' Although the above description is an idealization of how positive theories are developed and used-the building, testing, and application of knowledge are messier than textbook descriptions of them-it provides some basis for thinking about the nature and role of sponsorship theory.
Sponsorship theory purports to explain jury decisionmaking, yet it is not grounded in empirical generalizations about what persuades jurors. Instead, its essential propositions are assumptions made by its authors. Numerous assertions about what juries assume, think, and decide are woven in to strengthen these threads.' But the authors offer no direct evidence to support their claim that juries in fact behave in the stated ways. The same can be said about the derivations from sponsorship theory.
To the extent that sponsorship theory's propositions are supported at all, we find only an assortment of quotations from legal treatises,2 articles,' cases, 28 rules, 2 9 one forty-year-old psychology treatise, 30 a letter from Abraham
An apt comparison can be drawn with a recent attempt to reproduce the ecology of the earth in a dome built in Arizona: "A number of scientists have criticized the venture for its 'top-down approach,' in which rigorous, incremental scientific method is tossed aside for a grand hubristic attempt ... " Seth Mydans, 24. This is often easier said than done. But see infra Part IlL 25. Here are two illustrations: [Tihe jury assumes that each advocate will make every contention and introduce all available evidence that he believes will materially favor his case.... [Tihe jury utilizes its assumption of best case in a negative manner. Specifically, it is apt to infer that each side's case can be no better than that stated by the attorney. P. 20.
Juries have an insatiable appetite for concessions from the advocates.... IT]he only parts of the advocate's presentation that will be strictly relied upon in the jury room, even in the absence of evidence, are those that are unfavorable to his case .... P. 22. 29. The authors cite FED. R. EVID. 801(d)(2) advisory committee's note (describing admissions by party opponent as exceptions to hearsay rule) to support the proposition that juries have an insatiable appetite for concessions. P. 22 n.14.
30. To support their claim that juries assume lawyers will use minimum effort, the authors cite GEORGE K. ZIPF, HmiAN BEHAVIOR AND THE PRINCIPLE OF MINIMUM EFFORT 6 (1949). See p. 20. Klonoff and Colby assume that juries share Zipf's conclusion, and use it to assess what unfolds before them at trial.
Without addressing the merits of Professor Zipf's theory, one may note that he went to great pains to link his theory to relevant empirical evidence. That is one lesson Klonoff and Colby did not take from Zipf's book.
Lincoln, 31 incidents in works of fiction, 32 a book on ancient Greek ideas about persuasion, 33 some news clips,34 and a few other odds and ends. 3 Some of these sources tell us what lawyers and the rules of law say or imply are the nature and assumptions of the adversary system. That much is fine. But in what sense do they double as evidence of how jurors in fact evaluate and use information? How does it follow that jurors share those beliefs and act on them? The two are simply fused into one.
But if such intuitions, when contained in trial practice manuals, were to be rejected by the authors as unfounded and misleading, why are equivalent intuitions now sufficiently trustworthy to supply the basic truths on which to build sponsorship theory? Similarly, there is no point in readers asking themselves if they find that the bases or conclusions of sponsorship theory comport with their own intuitions. Sponsorship Strategy began by rejecting such intuitions as the road to tactical knowledge.
More persuasive than any of those tidbits is the essential plausibility of the theory as the authors present it to us. Yet plausibility hardly represents a sufficient criterion for judging a positive theory. All ideas offered for public or professional consideration are plausible, otherwise they would receive no consideration whatsoever.
The authors' purported success in applying sponsorship theory" is of illusory value. Medicine, for example, once relied on just this sort of case 36. See p. 11 ("Prior to recognizing and applying sponsorship theory, both authors lost several strong cases after faithfully applying conventional trial techniques. These losses occurred notwithstanding the authors' thorough familiarity with trial procedure and techniques .... By contrast, both authors repeatedly won even their most difficult cases ... once they identified and perfected the principles outlined in this book."); p. 290 ("[W]e have found from our experience that the benefits to be gained from applying [sponsorship] principles are considerable."). experience backed by theory or logic to determine the effectiveness of its treatments. But when many of the most widely favored surgical procedures were systematically studied, only about a third were found to be effective. The remaining procedures were found to have either no effect or to do more harm than good. 37 If "hands on" clinical experience can be so misleading in correctly assessing the impact of specific surgical procedures, it is hard to imagine that it will be of greater assistance in accurately discerning the causes of trial outcomes.
Let us assume that Klonoff and Colby did lose cases early in their careers that they expected to win, and won later cases that they expected to lose.
38
Although they attribute their increased success to the invention of sponsorship theory, any number of other, unknown changes may have occurred as well.
39
As they matured they may have developed a poise, presentational style, or rapport with jurors that they lacked as beginners. 4° Over time the strength of evidence in the cases the prosecutor's office brought to trial-due to changes in office policies, in plea-bargaining patterns, in quality of evidence gathering, or in crimes being committed-may have changed. Or, as young prosecutors, Klonoff and Colby may have been assigned weaker cases than more seasoned prosecutors in a kind of legal triage. Or the public's propensity to convict may have changed. Or any of a thousand other things may have changed.
The authors offer no empirical evidence about the extent to which juries process information as the theory assumes they do, or about sponsorship theory's ability to accurately predict how different tactics will affect jurors. The evidence of effectiveness Sponsorship Strategy offers on its own behalf is so uninterpretable 4t that in few fields would it be taken seriously. Thus, without first demonstrating that it is capable of explaining any etablished phenomena 
38.
Incidentally, as prosecutors, the authors conducted "approximately one hundred trials" in all. P.
10. How many of those trials can they be talking about as their sample for testing sponsorship theory? The authors concede that over many aspects of a case "the advocate has little or no control. For example, once the advocate has completed a thorough factual investigation, he is 'stuck' with his facts." P. 8-15 (1975) . Thus, the number of cases in the gray zone where sponsorship theory had a reasonable chance of making a difference had to be far smaller than 100.
39. Such unknown changes are what empirical researchers call "confounds." Recall the discussion of the difficulties associated with drawing inferences from jury verdicts, supra note 4.
40. This sort of professional maturation was noted by Lord Justice Matthews, who is reputed to have said: "When I was a young man practicing at the bar, I lost a great many cases I should have won. As I got along, I won a great many cases I ought to have lost; so on the whole, justice was done."
41. The uninterpretable nature ofthe evidence also means that if Klonoffand Colby had lost more cases after inventing and deploying sponsorship theory, they might mistakenly have abandoned it as ineffective. Those losses, however, might have been due to factors other than sponsorship theory that they neglected to take into account. of persuasion, sponsorship theory leaps into existence and offers its prescriptions for trying cases. 4 2 A positive theory built without an empirical foundation is no more likely to provide useful guidance to an advocate than the equally ungrounded intuitions of practitioners and authors of trial manuals. "Overarching principles" built on one's guesses do nothing to validate the tactical choices derived from the theory, and they certainly do nothing to make the foundational guesses any better than they were in the first place. In the end, "the reader is expected to accept the advice wholly on faith." 4 3 III. How COULD WE KNOW IF SPONSORSHIP THEORY IS CORRECT?
In spite of its brittle ingredients, sponsorship theory still might turn out to be a valid and powerful theory. Some people are lucky guessers or have better intuition than others. How might we test sponsorship theory's validity?
The simplest and crudest way to test the claims of sponsorship theory would be to obtain a large sample of cooperating attorneys and divide them at random into two groups. The two groups would then be equivalent in respect to age, education, personalities, skills, types of practice, and other variables that might make a difference between the groups. Train one group of lawyers in sponsorship strategy and the other in a competing theory or set of tactics, and send them all out to try cases for a few years. If the sponsorship lawyers won a significantly greater number of cases than the other lawyers, we would have good evidence that sponsorship strategy made a difference because it would be difficult to attribute the difference to anything else."
A more refined approach would involve testing specific derivations from the theory. People who do empirical research testing positive theories typically design studies capable of yielding data that will confirm or disconfirm the theory. 45 Ideally, two or more competing theories can be pitted against each other in "crucial experiments." That is, contrary hypotheses derived from two (or more) theories are tested in new situations. 4 6 Those that predict correctly gain support; those that do not lose support. Sponsorship Strategy lays excellent groundwork for this type of theory testing, since it presents a large number of 42. Thus, sponsorship theory is deductive before it is inductive, and it precedes rather than follows any empirical phenomena. 43 . P. 12. This, you will recall, is Sponsorship Strategy's criticism of the trial advocacy literature generally. See supra notes 3-4 and accompanying text.
44. This is called the "program evaluation" approach. Even with this approach, however, we eventually would want to disassemble the package of techniques and identify which among them were the active ingredients, which were counterproductive, and which were neither more nor less effective than alternative tactics.
45. This is not to say that a single experiment decides a theory's fate. But many studies by many different researchers gradually build a track record for a theory. 46. Where theories make the same predictions, there is nothing to test and little to choose between. An advocate would derive the same conclusions from either one. Only where they lead to different predictions is there something of importance for researchers and practitioners to investigate. hypotheses concerning effective trial tactics, many of which are contrary to conventional trial practice wisdom.
For example, "[s]ome manuals advise calling multiple witnesses to testify on the same factual area, irrespective of the strength of each witness. Sponsorship theory rejects this advice." '47 This hypothesis could be tested in a variety of ways. Imagine that in a mock trial setting, perhaps in the context of a National Institute of Trial Advocacy course, advocates tried the same case with a single strong witness or a strong plus a medium plus a weak witness on some disputed factual issue. 4 If more favorable verdicts were won when the single strong witness was presented than when multiple witnesses were presented, confidence in sponsorship theory would be strengthened. Otherwise, it would be weakened. A comparable research strategy could be developed using cooperating lawyers in actual cases. 49 To an extent, enough such work has already been done to permit some empirical assessment of sponsorship theory. Although the book cites none of this work, thousands of empirical studies of attitude change have been conducted over the past half-century by psychologists, market researchers, communications researchers, and others. Some of these studies are germane to tactics derived from sponsorship theory." 0 For example, recall the earlier discussion concerning the conventional advice to "de-fang" harmful evidence by presenting it before your opponent does-advice that sponsorship theory rejects as a serious tactical error. A series of experiments was conducted in order to discover how to induce resistance to persuasion." In one study, people were prepared in one of three different ways for an attack on certain of their beliefs. These were to (1) present supportive arguments in favor of the beliefs, (2) present a weakened attack on the beliefs plus arguments with which to counter the attack (this was termed an "inoculation" tactic since it resembled the way vaccines work), or (3) leave the audience unprotected and merely allow the attack to occur. The inoculation method was by far the most successful in blunting the effectiveness of the later 47 51. This would be analogous to a prosecutor or plaintiff's attorney having persuaded a jury to believe a particular view of a factual issue and then trying to prevent the defense from weakening or reversing that belief during its turn.
attack. 52 These findings suggest that the conventional approach that advocates use to deal with harmful evidence (which resembles the inoculation technique) is more effective than the one recommended by sponsorship theory (which takes the form of either the unprotected attack or the supportive defense). Other research similarly shows that two-sided arguments are more effective than onesided arguments when the audience is going to hear competing views on the same issue. 53 Another example of a testable hypothesis is sponsorship theory's conclusion that a single witness with strong testimony to offer will be more effective than that witness plus additional witnesses whose evidence is less strong.51 On this issue, sponsorship theory is consistent with a great deal of empirical research on attitude formation. A typical example of that research presents participants with, say, three items of strongly positive information concerning a person about whom a general impression is to be formed. In other conditions, participants are presented with other combinations of information, such as three strongly positive plus three moderately positive bits. The findings showed that people had more positive impressions when only strongly positive information was presented. 5 '
On the other hand, sponsorship theory suggests that using more than the minimum favorable evidence required to establish a point will weaken rather than strengthen a case. 56 Sponsorship theory holds that using two witnesses when one can establish the same point makes the primary witness look weaker, because it suggests to the jury that the advocate thought this witness alone was insufficient.5 7 Empirical studies of the effect of repetition, however, suggest 57. There is a hint that sponsorship theory also supposes that one piece of equivalent evidence sitting next to another piece causes jurors to devalue the other piece. A phenomenon like this occurs when two pieces of information differ in strength sufficiently enough to be "contrasted" with each other. A weak piece will appear even weaker in the midst of several strong pieces. But if strong items of evidence are paired with an item that is slightly less strong, the latter will be "assimilated" upward to appear equivalent to the that repetition increases persuasiveness, although this advantage disappears when the number of repetitions becomes excessive 5 8 The research evidence indicates that message repetition increases the number of supportive thoughts and reduces the number of counterarguments people generate in response to the message. Importantly, this applies only to strong arguments or evidence. With weak arguments, the opposite occurs, because repeated exposure to weak evidence leads the audience to think of more counterarguments. 59 In discussing the timing of the defense's opening argument, Klonoff and Colby join with numerous trial manuals in suggesting that the defense present its opening immediately after the plaintiff or prosecution, rather than waiting until the start of the defense's case in chief. The study that is most nearly on point finds that when two contrary messages are presented, the time delay between the messages and the audience's decision, as well as between the two messages themselves, is important. Where two messages are presented in quick succession, and the decision is made after a time delay (which is the situation in a trial if the two opening arguments are made at the beginning of the trial), then, all else being equal, the first message will have more impact (that is, a primacy effect operates). If a delay is interposed between the first and second message, the two will be equally influential. 6 1 But Klonoff and Colby make the important point that the purpose of a defense opening argument at the start of the trial is to assist the jury in generating counterarguments to the evidence presented by the plaintiff's or the prosecutor's witnesses. 62 Interestingly, this process does not grow out of sponsorship theory and is not mentioned elsewhere in the book in regard to many (or perhaps any) other tactical choices. If the experiment suggested two footnotes ago found that back-to-back opening arguments at the start of a trial were more helpful to the defense than delaying its opening, this would be the likely 1, 8-9 (1959) . The psychological processes implicated by these findings are the interplay of primacy and forgetting. All other things being equal, the first message heard tends to dominate the resulting attitude. But if the attitude measure is taken so long after the first message that memory of it has decayed, though soon enough after the second message that it is still remembered, then the second message will have more impact. A trial is a more complex series of messages alternating against each other, so this study may not generalize to the trial situation. A useful study might simply present two versions of a videotaped trial to mock jurors, one with the defense's opening argument in the earlier position and one with the argument in the later position (and perhaps a third version that completely omits the defense's opening, to see if the effects of one of the other versions resemble no argument at all).
62. P. 172. explanation for it. 3 Only appropriately designed empirical research can tell us which of these two competing processes is more influential in determining the impact of the timing of opening arguments on ultimate verdicts.
This review of empirical findings germane to the tactical derivations of sponsorship theory illustrates how the theory might be tested. Even so, two lessons can be drawn from the exercise. First, a test of the validity of this or any other positive theory is both possible and necessary. Second, and more substantively, some of Sponsorship Strategy's advice is consistent with empirical studies of the tactics in question while some is not.' Since sponsorship theory is not built on systematic evidence about the phenomena it purports to explain and was not subjected to serious testing, it would not be surprising to find that at least some of the advice it offers is erroneous. This realization should produce hesitation in potential users. 6 5 IV. CONCLUSION: WILL TRIAL ADVOCACY EvER GET BETrER?
Sponsorship Strategy opens by dismissing the existing trial practice literature as inadequate and misleading. Klonoff and Colby's principal basis for this conclusion is the absence of valid, overarching theoretical principles in that literature. While this may be a sound conclusion, the more fundamental element lacking in the study of trial practice is systematic evidence about what works and what does not. But whichever diagnosis one prefers to believe, sponsorship theory does nothing to remedy the deficiencies of the trial practice literature or, indeed, of trial practice itself.
With neither sound observations nor valid theory to guide them, both students of trial practice and trial practitioners have no choice but to fly blind when they try cases. "Experience" is insufficient. The number of tactical choices to be made in a single trial is great, while the number of cases tried by a litigator each year is small. Thus, attributing a verdict in any given case to a particular tactical choice can be nothing more than conjecture. As a result, the world of trial practice is ruled by intuition, guesswork, and shared hunches. All of it, so to speak, is trial and error.
Will the state of the trial practice art ever improve? The answer almost certainly is yes, if only because there is so much room for improvement. For several reasons, prospects for real advances in practice knowledge do exist.
63. The phenomenon of recipient, self-generated counterarguments (or, more generally, cognitive response to persuasion) has been found to be an important process in much persuasion research. See Richard , 1981) . For example, it offers an explanation for the effectiveness of de-fanging an opponent's argument-less metaphorical than inoculation, but more descriptive of what the audience is thinking while it listens. Giving the audience counterarguments for the harmful evidence that is to come makes them better able to resist it.
64. Lack of empirical support seems to plague many areas of study, including intuitions and theories about surgical interventions. See supra text accompanying note 37.
65. On the other hand, there is no evidence that conventional wisdom provides better results in trials.
First, whatever its limitations, Sponsorship Strategy reflects a serious interest in developing theory about what works. Second, a large empirical and theoretical literature on the subject of persuasion exists, and perhaps some day people interested in trial advocacy will translate that literature into a form useful to lawyers. 66 Finally, the tools exist for testing trial tactics and obtaining relatively unambiguous answers about what works and what does not. Sooner or later, litigators and scholars of advocacy will come along who really want to know what works, and they will begin systematic empirical testing of various tactics and techniques. 67 On the other hand, perhaps the reason that trial advocacy is not taken more seriously by lawyers stems from the perfectly rational view held by many that they go to trial only when they have failed at their actual business (the settlement of disputes). The less time, energy, and resources invested in trials, the better, because lawyers lose money on trials; settlements are more profitable. 6 Such an analysis means that most or all trial lawyers will never move beyond the stage of flying blind. And perhaps that is as it should be. If lawyers select tactics in an essentially random fashion, the result will be to minimize the impact of tactics on trial outcomes and to maximize the effect of evidence. Under precisely such a system justice is most likely to be done.
66. Some trial practice texts do make some use of this literature.
67. For a proposal that NITA undertake such a research program, before a narrower slice of the legal profession beats the organization to it, see Saks, supra note 49, at 807-10. 68 . A settlement usually is achieved as the result of a few conversations and produces fees for counsel on both sides of a case. A case that goes.to trial consumes considerably more time-both before and during trial-than does a case that settles, without yielding proportionately greater fees. In the same time it takes to try a few cases, a lawyer can make more money settling many cases.
